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In 1819, President Monroe told Congress: “It is deemed of great importance to give 

encouragement to our domestic manufacturers.” In response, the Senate Committee of 

Commerce and Manufactures submitted a report noting “the importance of complete 

statistical accounts of our foreign commerce” for informed decision-making on tariff and 

trade policy and complaining about the “poverty of our present information on this subject.” 

It noted that “At almost every session of Congress measures relating to our foreign 

commerce are agitated” and to decide on these measures Congress needed information that 

was not in the existing annual statements from Treasury. Consequently, the report proposed, 

and Congress passed, “An Act to provide for obtaining accurate statements of the foreign 

commerce of the United States,” requiring the Treasury Department to “annually prepare 

statistical accounts of the commerce of the United States with foreign countries, for each 

preceding year.” To fulfill this charge, the Treasury Department created a new Division of 

Commerce and Navigation. 
 
 

In 1844, Congressman Pratt (New York) believed that Congress was unable to make informed 

decisions about commerce-related legislation because it lacked ready access to reliable 

information. Consequently, he introduced a bill to create a central bureau of commerce 

statistics in the Treasury Department—one “whose duty it should be to . . . gather all the 

information . . . as connected with the agriculture, commerce, and manufactures of the 

country, and to reduce the same to convenient tabular form . . . [and] be prepared at a 

moment’s notice to lay before Congress all the information of a statistical nature which might 

be desirable.” He also thought the nation’s residents would benefit as they would be able to 

make informed decisions in the marketplace. In response, Congress instructed the Treasury 

Secretary to collect statistical information and prepare an annual report “on the condition of 

the agriculture, manufactures, domestic trade, currency and banks of the several States and 

Territories of the United States,” deliverable to Congress on the first Monday of each January 

(a 19th century analog to the Economic Report of the President). Congress thought that three 

clerks would be sufficient for this effort. Treasury produced two annual reports and then 

stopped because the data were woefully incomplete due to insufficient staffing. A familiar 

pattern continued—Congress recognizes the need for good information for decision-making 

but grossly underestimates the level of effort required. 
 
 

In 1866, complaining again about the lack of current, reliable, detailed annual trade and 

manufacturing data, Congress replaced the Treasury Division of Commerce and Navigation 

with a new Bureau of Statistics with expanded responsibilities for producing detailed trade 

data (e.g., exports, imports, navigation, vessels, warehouse) and a new responsibility “to 

collect, digest, and arrange, for the use of Congress, the statistics of manufactures of the 

United States, their localities, sources of raw material, markets, exchanges with the producing 

regions of the country, transportation of products, wages, and such other conditions as are 

found to affect their prosperity.” This effort appeared, finally, to provide current, reliable 

foreign trade data, but not manufacturing data. In 1869, the bureau’s chief told Congress that 

efforts to survey manufactures had failed miserably (a seven percent response rate) because 

response was voluntary. After two years, the bureau stopped its manufactures data 

collection, much to the consternation of an 1877 commission reviewing the bureau’s work, 

which made a familiar statement about the need for good data for decision-making. 
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In 1891, the Secretary of the Interior recommended the creation of a permanent Census Bureau for 

multiple reasons, including that “The manufacturing interests of the United States are becoming so 

enormous that it grows more important and necessary every year that we shall be able to 

statistically determine their relative condition, whether it be one of health, of depression, or of 

overexpansion.”  

In 1896, Congress told Wright to prepare a plan for “a permanent census service.” In his report, 

Wright recommended that the responsibility for conducting the biennial manufacturing reports be 

transferred from the Labor Department to a permanent Census Bureau because the latter would 

have the decennial data on which to base an assessment. Wright emphasized the value of frequent 

data collection to business decision-makers. 










